Phonetic training makes word learning easier
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Abstract
Motivated by the idea that differences between adult and child language learners may stem in part from initially minor differences (such as in phonetic perception) that cascade throughout other aspects of language learning, we explored to what extent training adults on a novel phonetic contrast results in improved learning of words that incorporate that contrast. Results indicate that distributional training on a novel phonetic contrast improves word learning as well as the ability to discriminate a related contrast. We discuss implications for how adults’ phonological abilities in affect other aspects of language learning, and also for understanding the effectiveness of different phonetic training regimes.
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Introduction
Children and adults differ both qualitatively and quantitatively in their ability to acquire a new language. Adults have difficulty with many aspects of language acquisition, from phonetic perception (Werker & Tees, 1984; Werker & Lalonde, 1988; Kuhl, 2004) to language processing (Clahsen & Felser, 2006) to certain aspects of syntax (e.g., Johnson & Newport, 1989; Birdsong, 2006). Scientists have proposed many theories to account for the difference between children and adults; these theories differ in both the degree and type of contribution made by pre-existing language-specific biases. Although nearly everyone agrees that (due to the inherent logical problem of induction posed by language learning) some bias must be necessary to explain successful language acquisition, explanations about the nature of the bias – and the difference between children and adults – vary considerably.

Some argue that there is a fundamental difference between first and second language acquisition: that acquisition in children is guided by an innate Universal Grammar and language-specific acquisition procedures, but that adult acquisition is directed by more domain-general learning mechanisms (e.g., Bley-Vroman, 1990). There are many other possibilities, however, since children and adults differ profoundly in their cognitive capabilities and typical linguistic input. Children have significantly poorer cognitive skills, including memory and processing speed; perhaps these differences aid children to learn language by enabling them to isolate and analyze components of a linguistic stimulus (Newport, 1988) or to over-regularize inconsistent input (Hudson Kam & Newport, 2005; Singleton & Newport, 2004). Another possibility is that learning a second language is made more difficult due to interference from the first language; indeed, the evidence that experience with a first language influences acquisition of a second is extensive (e.g., Mayberry, 1993; Iverson et al., 2003; Tan, 2003; Weber & Cutler, 2003; Hernandez, Li, & MacWhinney, 2005). This explanation overlaps considerably with the related point that adult brains are in many ways less plastic, and therefore less malleable in response to novel input (Elman et al., 1996; MacWhinney, 2005). Other explanations suggest that adults and children differ in their style of learning (Ullman, 2004) as well as the nature of the social support (Snow, 1999) and linguistic input (Fernald & Simon, 1984) they receive. Of course, many of these possibilities may be true simultaneously.

This work investigates yet another possibility – that small differences in children’s abilities along one dimension or aspect of language can have cascading effects, resulting in larger differences in other aspects of language. These initial minor differences might be due to language-specific skills that naturally decay over time, or could be due to domain-general changes in the underlying cognitive abilities that subserve them. Key to this idea is the notion that, because language is such an intertwined, multi-dependent system, small differences in one aspect of language can be steadily amplified when it comes to the acquisition of other aspects. This idea is similar to the neo-constructivist view of Karmiloff-Smith (1998): both suggest that differences in eventual linguistic performance may derive from cascading effects that result from variation in more basic skills. That view focuses on abnormal development in children, however. Our work is motivated by an extension of this viewpoint: the notion that some of the well-attested differences between child and adult learners may result from the more minor, lower-level differences between adults and children. To investigate this, we begin by identifying aspects of language acquisition where one might expect to see cascading effects, and investigate whether performance in one improves performance in the other.

What minor difference between adults and children might have significant cascading effects onto other aspects of language? One possibility derives from children’s well-attested superior phonological processing and perception abilities. Young infants can distinguish between phonemes in all natural languages, but lose that ability by the age of 10-12 months if they have not received sufficient linguistic input for a language containing that phoneme (Eimas, Siqueland, Jusczyk, & Vigorito, 1971; Werker & Tees, 1984; Kuhl, 2004). Adults who begin acquisition of a language later in life, even after decades of experience using the language, show phonological deficits in perception, production, and processing (e.g., Flege, 1995; Pallier, Colomé, & Sebastián-Gallés, 2001; Sebastián-Gallés & Soto-Faraco, 1999).
Moreover, it is quite difficult to train adults to learn a phonetic contrast that does not exist in their native language. Various training regimes exist; some rely on implicit learning of the phonemic categories based on distributional information (Maye & Gerken, 2001, 2002; Shea & Curtin, 2005; Hayes-Harb, 2007), while in others explicit feedback is given (Jamieson & Morosan, 1989; Bradlow, Akahane-Yamada, Pisoni, & Tohkura, 1999; McCandliss, Fiez, recyclability, Conway, & McClelland, 2002). Although it is possible to train adults to discern non-native phonetic contrasts, the resulting phonetic representations are often fragile. For instance, when trained through implicit distributional learning, adults show little ability to generalize their knowledge to other non-native contrasts that differ along an analogous phonetic feature (Maye & Gerken, 2001), even though infants are able to do so (Maye, Weiss, & Aslin, 2008).

Why might difficulties in phoneme perception be responsible for adults’ relatively poor performance on other aspects of language? It is well-known that adults have difficulty rapidly processing fluent speech in their second language (e.g., Guillemot & Grosjean, 2001; Clahsen & Felsner, 2006), which may be in part due to difficulty in perceiving and representing the phonemes that make up that speech. Difficulties in rapid processing could lead to difficulties in segmenting words and mapping those words onto their correct referents; difficulties in identifying words – particularly function words, which are generally shorter and more phonologically impoverished than content words – might result in more difficulty identifying the appropriate parse for sentences and therefore the correct underlying grammatical structure. Consistent with this, phonological working memory is correlated with second language skills in adults (e.g., Perani, 2005), and speech processing efficiency is related to other aspects of linguistic competence in children (Tsao, Liu, & Kuhl, 2004; Fernald, Perfors, & Marchman, 2006). Empirical evidence reveals that knowledge of lower-level aspects of language (such as phonological perception or statistical segmentation) can help in the acquisition of more complex linguistic phenomena (Werker & Yehung, 2005; Mirman, Magnussen, Graf Estes, & Dixon, 2008). Recent computational work suggests that word learning and phonetic category learning are more effective when occurring simultaneously (Feldman & Griffiths, 2009), and that knowledge of phoneme distributions may aid in speech segmentation and identification of lexical categories (Christiansen, Onnis, & Hockema, 2009). However, there is no work we are aware of that explores whether the ability to recognize a phonetic contrast assists adults in other areas of language.

The work here addresses that issue. We train adult learners to perceive a non-native phonetic contrast and then evaluate how this affects their ability to learn novel words containing the phonetic contrast in question. Our results are relevant not only to the possibility that deficits in phonetic skills may have cascading effects through other aspects of language; they are also relevant to the question of how generalizable adult phonetic learning is. As mentioned previously, existing work suggests that although adults can be trained to distinguish novel contrasts, this ability is fragile, and they have difficulty generalizing that contrast to analogous contrasts (Maye & Gerken, 2001). However, this work used synthesized stimuli not found in any natural language, and training included many filler items, so that there was effectively less than five minutes of exposure to the phonemes of interest. Would adults be able to generalize with more exposure or on a more naturally-produced contrast? In other training regimes adults show robust differences in both perception and production of a novel contrast (Lively, Logan, & Pisoni, 1993; Bradlow et al., 1999; McCandliss et al., 2002), but these regimes differed in many ways from Maye and Gerken (2001): they were significantly longer, used more natural stimuli, and involved explicit training with feedback, among other differences. Most importantly, most of these studies did not evaluate generalization to a novel but similar phonetic contrast. Among those that did, generalization to the novel contrast was successful, but the training paradigms involved giving explicit feedback rather than distributional training (e.g., McClaskey, Pisoni, & Carrell, 1983; Wang, Spence, Jongman, & Sereno, 1999). It is therefore unclear whether the limited generalizability observed in Maye and Gerken (2001) is due some inherent inability to generalize based on distributional information, or is due to other details in the training regime. In this work, we incorporate an implicit distributional training regime similar to that of Maye and Gerken (2001), but one of longer duration and with more natural stimuli. Do these changes in training result in improved generalizability, both in terms of novel but similar phonetic contrasts, but also in terms of the ability to use the new phonetic categories when learning new words?

Method

We trained 61 participants recruited from the student population at the University of Adelaide on two tasks: a phonetic training task and a word-learning task. Participants were randomly assigned to either a CONTROL or a TRAINED condition, which differed in terms of the nature of the phonetic training given.

Task 1: Phonetic learning

Training. The first task consisted of phonetic training based on distributional learning, similar to the task in Maye and Gerken (2001). Subjects in the TRAINED condition were trained on the unaspirated velar plosive voiced/voiceless contrast (/g/-/k/), which occurs in languages such as Hindi but not in English (both phonemes sound like a “g” to an English

1No participants were native speakers of a language with the phonetic contrast we sought to train. 52 were native English speakers. To ensure that native language was not a factor, we performed all analyses on the full population as well as the English speakers only. Results were identical, so we report the full population results.

2Of the original 61 subjects, 9 were excluded from the final analysis (5 due to technical difficulties, 1 for failure to follow instructions and 3 who performed at chance levels on the control task, indicating inattention). This left 25 participants in the CONTROL condition and 27 in the TRAINED condition.
The /g/ and /k/ phonemes differ in terms of voice-onset time (VOT), such that /g/ contains a pre-voicing component while /k/ does not. It is therefore possible to gradually convert /g/ tokens into /k/ by successively removing parts of the pre-voicing component. Doing so yields a continuum of eight tokens from /g/ to /k/, separated by an average of 17 ms in VOT from each other, and identical to each other except for the pre-voicing. As in Maye and Gerken (2001), we presented subjects with a bimodal distribution of these phonemes, as illustrated in Figure 1: thus, some tokens (e.g., 2 and 7) occurred four times as often as others (e.g., 1 and 8). Stimuli were recorded from a male native speaker of Hindi and edited using Praat phonetics software. Each of the phonemes occurred in one of three vowel contexts (/a/, /i/, and /u/).

In order to control for time spent listening to speech sounds across groups, subjects in the CONTROL condition also listened to a distribution of phonemes. However, they heard tokens from a phonemic contrast they could already recognize: the dental plosive aspirated/unaspirated voiced/voiceless contrast (/d/ and /ð/), which sound like “d” and “t” respectively to a native English speaker. As before, these phonemes were used to create a continuum of eight tokens extending from /d/ to /ð/. Since these phonemes differ along aspiration as well as voicing, the tokens were created by removing voicing and then adding aspiration in continuous steps.

In both conditions, participants listened to a total of 912 tokens presented in random order and separated by 250 ms each, for a total of approximately 11 minutes of exposure to the sounds. During stimulus presentation the participants were told not to speak or read, but also that they need not consciously concentrate on the sounds. To alleviate boredom, they were allowed to doodle while listening.

Testing. Discrimination of the phonetic contrast was tested by presenting participants in both conditions with trials in which they heard three phonemes, two of which were identical. They were asked to press a button indicating whether the third phoneme they heard was the same as the first or the second (the distribution of correct answers was balanced across trials). There were three kinds of trials, defined by the nature of the phonemes tested. On control trials, the phonemes already existed in English (/d/ and /ð/). On the trained trials, the phonemes were the ones that the trained group had been trained on (/g/ and /k/). Finally, on the untrained trials, subjects were presented with a phonetic contrast that also does not exist in English and that is also defined by voice onset time, but differs in place of articulation – the unaspirated bilabial plosive voiced/voiceless contrast (/b/ and /p/, both of which sound like “b” to an English speaker). The untrained trials enabled us to evaluate whether our subjects could generalize any learning to similar phonemes that differed on the same feature. There were 12 test trials for each contrast, totaling 36 testing trials in all; no feedback was given, and the order of all test trials was randomized.

Task 2: Word learning

Training. The word learning task was a standard task in which participants were presented with 12 different image types distributed over three stages of 36 trials each, making 108 trials in all. One each trial, an image was paired with a word, and the participants were instructed to try to learn the word-picture mapping. Words consisted of minimal pairs differing in initial position on each of the contrasts: trained: [g]pur, [k]pur, [g]anug, and [k]anug; control: [d]pur, [ð]pur, [d]anug, and [ð]anug; and untrained: [b]pur, [p]pur, [b]anug, and [p]anug. To ensure that the words differed only in the initial sound, words were created by splicing the same stem (-anug or -ipur) to the initial phonemes. The images corresponded to some of the earliest words spoken by children, and were thus presumed to be highly familiar to all participants. The specific image-word pairing was randomized for each participant. The order of presentation of images was also random, with the constraint that each word-image pair was presented three times during each stage.

Testing. There were three testing sessions of 12 trials each, occurring after each stage. During each test trial, one of the 12 images was presented and participants heard two minimal pairs differing along the contrast in question (trained, untrained, or control). Thus, a participant might see a picture of a cat and hear [b]pur followed by [p]pur. Their task was to indicate whether the first or second word they heard was correct. No feedback was given.

Results

Task 1: Phonetic learning

Phonetic learning was evaluated by comparing performance on the phonetic test. As Figure 2 illustrates, participants in the trained condition outperformed those in the control condition.
condition on both the trained and untrained stimuli.5

Interestingly, participants in both conditions performed above chance on the trained and untrained stimuli.6 This suggests that the phonetic testing itself may have trained the participants in the CONTROL condition, which is not an unreasonable suggestion since it closely corresponds to the “prototype” training employed by Jamieson and Morosan (1989) or the “two-seven” condition of Hayes-Harb (2007). To evaluate to what extent such training occurred, we split scores on the phonetic test in half and compared performance on the first six test trials for each stimulus type with performance on the final six test trials of each. As Figure 3 indicates, both groups improved significantly over the course of the test.7 There was no difference between the CONTROL group’s performance in the final half of testing and the TRAINED group’s performance in the first half: in other words, training during testing was so effective that it resulted in performance equivalent to having listened to distributional information for over 10 minutes.

It is also evident that performance on the trained stimuli was superior to performance on the untrained stimuli. This is true even for participants in the CONTROL condition, for whom there should have been no difference between the two types of stimuli (since they had heard neither before). This is probably an artifact of the coding error described earlier in which the untrained test stimuli consisted of tokens 2 and 7, rather than tokens 1 and 8 as for the trained stimuli. The trained stimuli were therefore probably both more effective at teaching participants the contrast, and also easier to differentiate (and hence get correct on the test). Consistent with the hypothesis that this was a training effect, analysis of the

---

5For trained: *t*(50) = 2.11, *p* = 0.04, untrained: *t*(39) = 2.68, *p* = 0.011, both two-tailed. Note that the degrees of freedom for the untrained trials were adjusted from 50 to 39; this was because Levene’s test for equality of variance indicated unequal variance.

6TRAINED group on trained stimuli: *t*(24), *p* < 0.001; on untrained stimuli: *t*(24) = 5.03, *p* < 0.001; CONTROL group on trained stimuli: *t*(26), *p* < 0.001; on untrained stimuli: *t*(26), *p* < 0.01.

7Difference between the first and second half of the test trials for the CONTROL participants: *t*(26) = 1.87, *p* = 0.036; for the TRAINED participants: *t*(24) = 2.12, *p* = 0.022, both one-tailed.

---

first trial of testing reveals that participants in the CONTROL condition performed equally, no better than chance, on both trained and untrained stimuli. In any case, the important finding – that subjects were able to generalize their phonetic learning to an untrained but related contrast – is unaffected by this detail.

**Task 2: Word learning**

Are participants able to generalize their phonetic discrimination abilities to a new task (word learning), as well as a new contrast? If the phonetic representations acquired are fragile enough, it is possible that they might not, since word learning incorporates many skills: hearing and identifying the phoneme in the context of an entire word; mapping that word onto an image; and doing so while simultaneously trying to learn other word-image mappings. If the task is difficult enough and the representation weak enough, one might expect that it would not transfer.

To answer this question we compared overall performance on the word-learning task, the results of which are shown in Figure 4. As one would expect, participants in both groups were able to identify the control words above chance. The TRAINED group performed above chance on the trained words, which began with the sound they were trained on; however, they performed at chance on the untrained words.8 By contrast, the CONTROL group was unable to distinguish words beginning with any of the unfamiliar phonemes above chance. There was no difference in performance over the

---

8Differences from chance (50%) performance for the TRAINED group: on words with the control contrast: *t*(24) = 8.118, *p* < 0.001; on words with the trained contrast: *t*(24) = 2.941, *p* = 0.007; on words with the untrained contrast: *t*(24) = 0.282, *p* = 0.781. For the CONTROL group: on words with the control contrast: *t*(26) = 7.10, *p* < 0.001; on words with the trained contrast: *t*(26) = −0.090, *p* = 0.929; on words with the untrained contrast: *t*(26) = 0.991, *p* = 0.331. All tests are two-tailed.
apply this ability to the problem of word learning. These re-

sults, in combination with the findings of other training stud-
ies (e.g., Bradlow et al., 1999; Maye & Gerken, 2001; Mc-
Candliss et al., 2002; Hayes-Harb, 2007), suggest that the
ability to generalize phonetic learning (either to a related con-
trast or to another task) may depend strongly on the depth and
nature of the training involved. It is possible that additional
training would improve the ability to generalize even further.
Relatedly, it is possible that our phoneme test did not measure
phonetic category learning \textit{per se}, and was more a measure
of the raw ability to discriminate acoustically between two
phonemes; if so, the limited generalization may have been
due to the fact that our participants simply improved in their
discrimination ability, but did not acquire phonetic categories
in any reasonable sense (although the border between these
two options is rather fuzzy). In general, the precise effect of
training amount or type on generalization ability, and the na-
ture of its dependence on the quantity and type of input, are
matters for future study.

Our work was inspired in part by the idea that apparently
major differences in language learning abilities may to some
extent stem from smaller differences that have a cascading
effect over time. While our findings are consistent with this
notion, much work remains to be done to explore it more
thoroughly, especially in the realm of adult language learn-
ing (research by Karmiloff-Smith and colleagues explores a
similar idea in the area of language disorders). On one hand,
may appear unsurprising that being able to hear a phonetic
contrast makes it easier to learn words that differ on that con-
trast. On the other hand, one might have expected phonolog-
ical perception to have no effect on word learning: despite
their poor perception, adults are arguably superior to children
when it comes to acquiring vocabulary. Further work is es-
ential, both for exploring whether linguistic abilities besides
phonological perception affect other aspects of language, and
for exploring whether phonological perception has effects on
aspects of language besides word learning. This can include
training studies like ours, as well as studies that evaluate how
different aspects of language acquisition are affected by in-
dividual differences in adult phonetic perception (which are
known to exist: see, e.g., McCandliss et al., 2002; Golestani
& Zatorre, 2004; Perani, 2005; Golestani & Zatorre, 2009).

We conclude by noting an interesting puzzle: although the
idea that deficiencies in one area of language acquisition can
have cascading effects throughout other areas makes sense
and is well-supported in the child acquisition literature (e.g.,
Tsao et al., 2004; Werker & Yuen, 2005; Fernald et al.,
2006), so is the idea that jointly learning two aspects of lan-
guage can improve performance in both (e.g., Feldman
& Griffiths, 2009; Frank, Goodman, & Tenenbaum, 2009; Ma-
rulis, Perfors, & Navarro, 2009). However, the former implies
that deficits in one area should propagate to another, while the
latter implies that deficits in one area may be compensated for
or overcome by skills or information from another. It is pos-
sible that both are true for different areas or in different ways,
but as yet we know very little about the mechanisms or details
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\caption{Word learning results. Participants in both groups were able to identify the correct words for the control stimuli above chance. The trained group was above chance on words beginning with the sound they were trained on, but not on the related untrained sound. The control group, which was not trained on any phonemes, was unable to learn words beginning with both the trained and untrained sounds.}
\end{figure}
underlying either, it is difficult to know for sure. As usual, further research is necessary.
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